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Inteoduction
In 2018, Nike celebrated its 30th anniversary for its iconic ‘Just Do It’ marketing campaign by launching a campaign called ‘Dream Crazier’. The ad features a compilation of moments by some of the greatest American athletes like Serena Williams who narrates the ad. The first part of the ad shows how females struggle in sport due to the female stereotypes and expectations to women, whereas the second part of the ad highlights female athletes who are pushing and breaking boundaries, achieving results nobody ever dreamed of; women being able to achieve. (6) The ‘Dream Crazier’ campaign video went viral, getting millions of views and engagements. (3)

Problem & Relevance
In the context of corporate social responsibility, gender equality becomes an increasingly important topic for brands. More and more global companies take social responsibility to position themselves in a competitive environment and because CSR has a positive impact on consumers’ brand perception. To achieve more credible positions, large companies promote values and standards that most consumers agree with, like gender equality. An emotional touch is crucial, in a brand message with a social mission because the more deeply the consumers are affected, the greater their identification will be. (7, 8) Nonetheless, two questions remain: Does a single advertising change consumers perception? And does it have an impact on the perception of the brand specifically?

Research Question
How does Nike’s “Dream Crazier” ad change female consumers’ perception towards the gender equality and social responsibility of the brand Nike?

Hypothesis: The “Dream Crazier” ad has a significant positive effect on the association of the brand Nike with equality, empowerment and inspiration.

Theory
Most brands use existing values in their advertising, especially regarding gender instead of breaking them and introducing new principles. Especially women are more likely to be presented within certain stereotypes, e.g. portrayed as family-oriented and modest. (4, 6) Stereotypes are an oversimplification, which is more relatable to people and increases consumption. The problem is that they hinder self-realization of individuals because people feel limited and judged based on the stereotype, rather than their own individual features. Since stereotyped portrayals have been suggested to generate social effects that limit consumers’ well-being, non-stereotyped portrayals could be expected to enhance well-being. (10) To reach gender equality in society, such stereotypes need to be fought. (5) This pays off for brands because ads showing women realistically and unbiased lead to more awareness and increase purchase intentions. (2)

The gender gap is a problem in society according to 85% of the participants.

The video ad was seen as very good, emotional, modern, socially engaging and suitable for Nike.

All of the selected positive aspects were clearly associated with Nike. Comparing the pre- and post-video implicit association tests (IAT), it is visible that the associations with the items increased in all cases. The ad makes all facets of gender equality increasingly present. People are aware of both good aspects, like empowerment and bad aspects, like boundaries, after seeing the ad video. The bad items are associated strongly too because the first part of the ad only talks about restrictions for women in sports. From the association with “being restricted” being the only significant change from pre to post, one can derive that the hypothesis was falsified and that a single advertising exposure is not enough to change female consumers’ brand associations significantly although changes were clearly visible. Still, people liked the ad very much in general and found it suitable for Nike. To conclude, one can say that Nike should rather focus on conveying positive aspects like empowerment and show less negative connotations in the ad to help building a strong brand and expose consumers to the campaign several times.

Results
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Post-Video Differences Towards Pre
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